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“I am the vine; you are the branches.
If you remain in me and I in you, you will bear much fruit;
apart from me you can do nothing.”
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> Define the win :
A “win” is not merely having ______________ relationships, but
having __________________________ relationships.
Christ’s work in us can change us from people who ______________
into people who __________________.
> Understand the opponent :
Here are some “opponents” to God-honoring relationships:
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> Maximize strengths; minimize weaknesses :
Learn __________________ ______________________ from
Ephesians 5:21.
> Expect setbacks :
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What things are dragging your relationships backward?
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> Listen to your coach :
{John 15:1-17, Matthew 6:25-34, 1 John 2:3-11, Philippians 2:1-18}

Our relationships with each other are determined
by our relationship to Christ, the Vine.

Consider these questions for personal reflection this week ...
> Am I being intentional about staying connected to the Vine?
> Am I being intentional about being “present” with my family and
friends?
> Am I allowing technology to distract, divide and disrupt?
> Which of my relationships needs attention?
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